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* SECRET * 3

What do you see as our opportunities 

and vulnerabilities along those lines?

LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  Now what I would 

say is, first, on the reconciliation piece, it is 

something that sort of started out -- It started 

out at a very low level, and it started out by 

some Sunni groups coming across to us to want to 

now participate with us against al Qaeda.

I think there's a number of reasons 

why this happened.  I think it is because, with 

the surge and the improvement of security and the 

success we are having, they realize that this 

might be a chance for them to do that.

Secondly, I think they realize that 

they really did begin to think about the fact 

that they wanted to reject al Qaeda and 

everything al Qaeda  stands for.  I think those 

are probably the two most important points which 

have driven them to reconciliation.

The government of Iraq, the 

leadership, is a bit hesitant and wants to go 
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* SECRET * 4

slowly on any type of reconciliation, especially 

regarding Sunnis.  What I've found since I am 

over here, it is not that they don't want to 

reconcile.  I truly believe that.  But what it 

is, is they have this immense fear of Baathism 

returning to Iraq.

When you think about it, if you really 

sit back and think about it, it is a natural 

thought process after being under Baathist 

control for so long.

So, you know, I use the term I think 

sometimes you see a Baathist around every corner, 

and they worry that anybody who is Sunni, part of 

the insurgency war, in fact Baathist, and their 

only objective is to come back and take power of 

Iraq away from a Shia majority.

So with that, they are a bit tentative 

in moving forward with reconciliation.  So what's 

happened with this bottoms up approach, we've 

become the conduit between the people who want to 

reconciliate the Sunnis and the government of 
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Iraq.

So through this reconciliation effort, 

what we are trying to do is confidence building 

measures, and we do that by a number of ways.

First, you begin to talk with them, 

and then they begin to give concessions such as I 

will pledge myself to work for the government of 

Iraq; I want to become part of the permanent 

security forces.

So what we have done is try to 

encourage that.  What's happened now -- Because

of this bottom up movement, what's happened now 

is the Iraqi government has now established a 

reconciliation cell which works with us and has 

become a fairly transparent cell that now is 

dealing with these issues.  So that's a positive

step.

Their timetable for completing this is 

much different than our timetable.  We want to 

move forward with it very quickly.  They still 

want to go forward with it a very methodical, 
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* SECRET * 6

deliberate process.  So that's what we have to 

work through now, because we are not sure how 

much time we have; because the potential of the 

Sunnis reconciling directly impacts, I think, our 

timeline and the success.

I think, if we can get the government 

of Iraq to begin reconciling here in a very 

legitimate way, that would go a long way in 

people gaining confidence that this government 

might actually work, because again it's always 

been the unity government that's important.

If I could just step back a little 

bit, what I would say is what drove this, 

obviously, was what happened in Anbar.  And 

again, it's the same thing.  What happened in 

Anbar?  Well, what happened in Anbar is, first, 

we reach out to the tribes, but more importantly 

we provided security at the population centers.  

And once we were able to provide security to the 

population centers, you saw a much bigger 

interest in the Sunni population supporting and 
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* SECRET * 7

helping us in fighting al Qaeda, because once 

again they rejected al Qaeda.

What has been interesting to me, 

though, which has happened much faster, is in 

March when we finished the clearance of Ramadi, 

that's when this thing really started to move.  

Leaving the dark cloud of al Qaeda, and that was 

over at Ramadi, has really changed the dynamics 

in all of Anbar.

I think, because it's the capital, 

because AQI was calling it the capital for their 

capital, and the fact that we were able to really 

go in there with a lot of combat power, defeat al 

Qaeda, the citizens saw that, and the citizens 

then really wanted to continue to fight al Qaeda, 

and it strengthened the tribes, and it increased 

the tribal capability  cross the province.  So I 

see that as a fairly significant moment.

What's happened since then is other 

people saw what happened in Anbar, and they think 

that can happen with them.  So that's what has 
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driven now this other -- this reconciliation 

movement growing in Baghdad, south of Baghdad, 

north of Baghdad, Allah Province.

The next step of all this now is doing 

Shia reconciliation, which we are just starting 

with, and that's a whole different dynamic, 

because, obviously, the government of Iraq feels 

more comfortable with the Shia leadership than 

the Shia leadership does with the coalition 

forces right now.

So it's almost a completely different 

dynamic, and the government of Iraq is almost the 

interlocutor between them, us and the Shia group, 

the Shia militias and groups that we are trying 

to reconcile.

That is just beginning now, but we 

have to move forward on both of those.  So I 

think both of these, we'll get a bottom up 

approach from the Shia, continue the bottom up 

approach with the Sunnis.  I think it will get 

you to the reconciliation from a government of 
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* SECRET * 10

be part of the security forces.  You would much 

rather have them be members of the security 

forces than members of a resistance that you 

drive them to for the long term.

So, again, this is about getting the 

government of Iraq comfortable with this, 

realizing that -- You know, one of the comments 

that was made by Sheikh Safahr (Phonetic), one of 

the leading sheikhs out in Anbar, this week was -

- when the President came by, was, you know, it 

wasn't just Shia that suffered under Saddam 

Hussein; Sunnis and Kurds suffered also, and very 

few benefitted from Saddam Hussein.  The majority 

of the population suffered under Saddam Hussein.

I think we forget that.  We think that 

all Sunnis had a great life under Saddam Hussein, 

all Shia were persecuted, when in reality there 

was almost as many Shia as part of the Baath

party as there were Sunni.

So there were Shia who benefitted.  

There were Sunnis who benefitted.  There were 
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working with these groups that are trying to 

reconcile.  However, you do have a few leaders, 

for a variety of reasons -- it could be that they 

mistrust al Qaeda.  They did something to their 

families, and they still consider these people to 

be part of al Qaeda, or again they fear this --

that, in fact, the only reason they are doing 

this is to regain control of the power, that they 

are somewhat hesitant to work with them.

I think there's only a very limited 

number that are like that.  My experience is the

military wants to work with them.  They 

understand the reason why we want to do it.  It 

will create more stability and security.  It 

tends to be the politicians that tend to have 

more of a problem with it, but there are few.

You know, we've had one problem with 

one brigade commander in Abu Ghurayb area who 

clearly has not endeared himself to the Sunnis 

population that is trying now to come forward.  

In fact, what's interesting is he is, in fact, 
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* SECRET * 14

about some of the tougher areas?  Granted that 

we've had these successes in some areas, what's 

the way ahead there?

LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  Well, the bottom 

line is the way ahead is, once we clear these 

tough areas, we have to control them.  We will 

control them in the beginning, but over time the 

Iraqis are going to have to develop the police 

and Army to go in there and secure those areas.

The security forces are going to have

to be representative of the areas that they are 

clearing.  You know, if it's a mixed area, you 

are going to have to have Sunni and Shia 

representation.

The more important thing is they have 

to be loyal to the government of Iraq and not 

loyal to a militia or loyal to some other 

organization.  That's the hardest thing.

I think we are making progress in that 

area.  I think the Army, for the most part, is 

loyal to the Army.  We are still frustrated, 
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* SECRET * 15

though, with the police.  In fact, they tend not 

to be so far.  We are still working hard on that. 

So it's important we do that.

That's why, as we move forward here in 

our strategy, we will look at each area very 

differently.  There are some areas we will be 

able to turn over to Iraqi security forces very 

quickly.  For one thing, the security environment 

is better.  Secondly, there is not as contentious 

mixed areas in there.

Where there's other areas where you 

have security issues that are a bit tougher, and 

you have mixed areas which make it more 

difficult, that will take longer.  That will 

require more U.S. presence.

So we have to understand that.  There 

is not one solution for Iraq.  That's why I 

continue to talk to these young leaders and get 

their opinions on how well we can do it, so I can 

gauge in my own mind how long is it going to take 

for us to turn this over.
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* SECRET * 18

been very consistent, whether it be 41 Infantry 

who came in and took over Che (Phonetic) or 42 

Strykers who went up in Tarmiah  (Phonetic).  At 

the 60-day mark you see a significant increase in 

their ability to make an effect on their area of 

responsibility.

So what's happened is our forces are 

now on the ground here.  The surge is on the 

ground.  They, for the most part, now are really 

understanding their areas.  So they are now 

really making a difference.

What's happened is exactly what we 

thought.  In the beginning our casualties were 

up, for a number of reasons.  One is because we 

went into areas we had not been in before, and  

all of those we went into were the most difficult 

areas.  They were the ones where there were safe 

havens.  They were the areas where we knew they 

were the supply lines for the VBIED networks, for 

IED networks, for al Qaeda, for Jaish al-Mahdi

and for special groups.
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* SECRET * 19

Those are the areas we focused on.  So 

it was some tough fighting.  Once we got into 

those areas and were able to clear those out, we 

now have seen the casualties and violence go 

down.

So the extra combat power allowed us 

to do things that we would not have been able to 

do.  More importantly, it's allowing us to hold 

these areas, so these safe havens, the supply 

depots, these other things cannot be 

reestablished.

So Phantom Hammer, when we started 

that in June, was again to go into the areas such 

as Baqubah, east of Chi (Phonetic), Arab Jabour, 

where we were having these problems.  After about 

45 days, we got control of these areas.

Phantom Strike was what I call more of 

an exploitation and pursuit.  We can't take over 

much more ground than we have.  What we can do is 

continue to disrupt al Qaeda and other -- and JAM 

special groups in such a way where we can
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* SECRET * 21

are almost at the time for the Congressional 

testimony, and we really haven't seen the ability 

of AQI to mount significantly.

Does that tell you anything about --

LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  Well, I think 

it's not so much the testimony as much as it is 

the run-up to Ramadan and Ramadan itself.  To me, 

that will be the key.

The last three years, 2004, '05 and 

'06, the run-up of 30 to 45 days prior to Ramadan 

were the most violent in those time periods, and 

each year it got more and more violent.  In 2007 

that has not happened.  The run-up to Ramadan, in 

fact, has gotten much less violent, not more 

violent.

The next test will be what happens 

during Ramadan.  So if it is quiet during Ramadan 

or is quieter, and we continue to maintain this 

or even continue to head in the downward 

direction, I think that will be a key indicator 

on where we are at.
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* SECRET * 25

are lots of opinions.  You know, as of today, if 

you ask me, I think he's just trying to -- What

he is trying to do, you realize, is -- They were 

embarrassed a bit over the Karbala incident that 

occurred a couple of weeks ago where, during the 

12th Iman celebration, a holy Shia -- in fact, a 

Shia on Shia violence in Karbala that was 

instituted for the most part by Jaish al-Mahdi,

which led to some damage to the holy mosque down 

in Karbala.

So I think that got everybody's 

attention, and they realized that's not what they 

wanted.  So they called a cease fire, but I think 

they called a cease fire not because they want to 

stop violent action, but it's because they want 

to regroup, reorganize, see if they can get 

control of their forces so they can continue to 

influence the future of Iraq; because ultimately 

that is what Moqtada al-Sadr wants.  He wants to 

influence the future.

He'll say the number one influence is 
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* SECRET * 27

started to lower the overall number of IED 

attacks.  I think that's based on a couple of 

things.

I think it is based on, again, our 

tenaciousness at going after not only the people 

putting out the IEDs, the EFPs, but those who are 

financing and supplying, which we have always 

felt was the key.

We are still not anywhere near where 

we need to be.  There's still way too many of 

these things that go off every single day.  It's 

still my number one priority.  But what I've 

found is IEDs lead you to the groups.  IEDs lead 

you to al Qaeda.  IEDs lead you to militias.

So when we are going after the IED 

network, you in turn are, in fact, going after 

these organizations.  What we've learned is, 

again, it's not just -- You have to have 

defensive measures, but you got to be proactive 

in going after these networks.

Unfortunately, whether you like it or 
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* SECRET * 30

you -- protecting the route, making sure it went 

smoothly.  In previous years, there had been 

various incidents, lots of casualties.  Went 

smoothly.  You perspective on their ability to 

get involved in that.

The following question:  That is, at 

what point do we really start integrating the 

Iraqi Army elements in some of the more detailed 

planning of the combined coalition fight?

LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  I think, first 

off, that where they have come from since I was 

here in December, which is the Baghdad operation 

center was not yet set up -- it got set up -- it

was briefed early in January, and where they have 

come has been significant.

They still don't have all the staff 

functions that we would expect in a headquarters. 

In fact, I think, it's a cultural thing.  

Everything is commander -- They are so commander 

centered.  They do not have the staffs that 

decentralize some of the decision making.  It all 
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* SECRET * 31

comes in the commander.

With that said, what I have seen is a 

steady increase in the Baghdad operational 

commander's ability to command and control what 

is basically a corps-like operation.

I have seen the Karka (Phonetic) and 

Soffah (Phonetic) commanders being able to 

command and control their forces in their zone of 

operation and do it pretty effectively.

So those are huge positive trends that

we had not seen before, which I think are very 

significant.

In terms of at the lower level of the 

Iraqi Army, I think what we've seen is, you know, 

they have stood, and they have fought.  A large 

majority of the Army battalions have stood and 

fought, and their sacrifices worked.

They still have huge logistical 

problems.  They still have -- They still in some 

parts of the Army, small parts, but (Inaudible) 

sectarian issues where, depending on who they are 
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* SECRET * 32

fighting, they're fine; but other times, they are

not.

What's good is the government is 

trying to get at this.  They have fired 17 out of 

24 battalion commanders and National Police.  

They have fired all brigade commanders.  They 

have fired some individuals in the Army, not as 

many, obviously, because that is not as big of a 

problem.  So those are all positive things in 

terms of that.

They have made some -- For example, 

they just finished -- They made a decision they 

wanted to move forces down to Basra, because they 

were concerned about Basra.  So they have now --

They've moved an MP brigade down there.  Today 

they moved a MEC battalion down there.  They 

switched out a brigade.

They have established an operational 

command in Basra.  All of these things, in my 

mind, are positive.  They've seen a problem.

They are trying to deal with it.
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* SECRET * 34

targeting meeting every week that is joint with 

them and coalition forces.  It is co-joint with 

MND-Baghdad.

They have been doing that for a month 

now, very significant, where they have a -- They

have an O and I update with the brigade 

commanders update General Aboud, both U.S. and 

Iraqi.  They have a targeting meeting that's a 

joint targeting meeting between MND-Baghdad and 

by Baghdad Operations Center, and they agree on 

the most important targets and the priority of 

these targets.

We do have some problems with some of 

the targets.  That's still a problem and a bone  

of contention, but they have a process in place. 

They have a joint planning meeting once week 

where they review future plans, and they address 

those.

Again, the Iraqis are still dependent 

on us to do some of the planning, because they 

have a very thin planning cell, but that's what 
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* SECRET * 36

about is that causing some stress?  Are you 

seeing more friction than you might otherwise, 

and how are you seeing it, and what do you think?

LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  I think -- I'll

be honest with you.  When I got here, I was much 

more stressed than I am now, and let me explain 

to you why; because when I got here, I did not 

buy into what we were doing.  I did not think we 

were being successful, and I thought we had to 

change course.

When I was home preparing for this, I 

was concerned that I was coming over here with a 

failed strategy, and we had this discussion.  I 

had this discussion with some of my leaders, and 

I was concerned about what -- In my mind, that 

was more stressful.

Once we had -- Once I was over here 

and had a chance to work with, first, General 

Casey working with what the problems were, 

starting to come up with a plan to fix it, and I 

started to feel more comfortable.  So at least, I
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felt like we were addressing the issues that 

needed to be addressed in my mind.

If we wanted to be successful, we had 

to reduce sectarian violence.  We had to bring 

security and stability to the population.  And at 

least with the new plan, it gave us a chance of 

success.

So in my mind, that -- I believed in 

what I was doing.  I believed in what we were 

doing.  I have seen it go down through the chain, 

and I think the soldiers and Marines believe in 

what they are doing now.  I'm not sure they were 

sure of that before.  They saw us turning over 

very quickly to Iraqi Security Forces, and they 

knew they weren't quite ready yet, and they saw 

this increase of violence, and I think they were 

starting to wonder what are we doing.

So I mean, I think all of that has, in 

my mind, released a little bit of the stress, 

because we are confident in what we are trying to 

accomplish.  I think that's good.
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What has been most stressful, in my 

mind, is this is an extremely political campaign 

that we are involved in, and I'm not saying that 

we are political, but there is much political 

pressure.

There is significant political 

pressure in Iraq because of the reconciliation 

issues and them trying to stand up a brand new 

government; and there's regional political issues 

with Iran and Syria.  But there is significant 

political pressure in the United States, and you 

cannot ignore it.  You can pretend like it 

doesn't affect you, but it absolutely is not 

true.

What I have found is, you know, we 

have tried to be forthright but honest and not 

take sides.  You know, one of the major pressures 

is, as we have gone out in the press, you see 

people look at every word you say, and they use 

it to whatever end they might.  That has been 

frustrating.
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I think we have tried to insulate 

ourselves from making any recommendation or 

decisions based on any political pressure, but we 

haven't gotten political pressure at all from the 

leadership, in my opinion.

You know, they have allowed us to make 

decisions and move forward as we see fit.  

However, again, the political pressure being 

exerted by Congress, the influence they are 

having, trying to have, on the U.S. population, 

and the pressure that puts on us has made it more 

significant, in my mind.

So I think in that way, pressure has 

started to increase again.

Now as I have sat here and watched the 

last few days and see everybody posturing and 

positioning, and it is not necessarily -- You

know, sometimes I think they have lost sight of 

are we here to win or lose or are we here to get 

political gain for whoever party you happen to be 

for.  But we have to stay completely separated 
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up front.  I'm very forthright with Congressional 

delegations.  I tell them what is good.  I tell 

them what is not good.

Frankly, when they are over here, they 

are fine.  They understand it.  They get it.  

They respond.  They ask good questions.  We have 

good interchange.  I think, when they leave, they 

feel that they have an understanding, but again 

it's a very short understanding, although I think 

it has made a difference over the summer, all 

these Congressional delegations.

I think there has been a sea change in 

what they think, at least what has occurred in 

terms of security in Iraq, even though there's 

still people back there trying to massage that a 

bit.  But I do believe that, in fact, they have 

at least had a chance to see it.

I get frustrated by people -- and I 

said it this morning -- by people who are said to 

be so called experts who have not spent any time 

here.  I mean, you cannot be an expert here 
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unless you have been -- You know, if you were 

here two years ago as a division commander, you 

are no longer an expert here in Iraq, because 

it's changed.

The dynamics have changed.  The 

government has changed.  The way we do business 

has changed.  And so then you have people who 

have never been here at all and just read about 

what is going on.  So you are then dependent on 

what has been written, which might not be 

accurate.

So I guess what I'm saying is we have 

to be held accountable for what we do, but we 

should not be held accountable for what other 

people's opinions are that are misinformed.

It's getting to the point that -- It's

almost to the point now where, if you say 

something positive about Iraq, you are challenged 

about whether you are honest or forthright.

So that's a challenge we have to deal 

with.  What I have to do as the commander over 
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talk about the more general issue.  Once again, 

our armed services, Army, Marine Corps, whoever 

is out here -- we have to readjust what we are 

talking about.

We built all these rules for a 

conventional fight.  All our rules are based on 

conventional warfare.  So what are we doing -- So

we haven't adjusted it for counterinsurgency.

So do we need to?  We at least need to 

look at it.  Do we need to adjust it or not?  

Frankly, women have performed brilliantly out 

here.

I have run into so many MP -- MPs are 

-- You know, MPs are doing as hard work as 

Infantry is out here, whether we want to agree to 

that or not, and I've met more MP company 

commanders, female, that have been outstanding 

all around the battle space, in contact every 

single day.

So I mean, you know, a lot of people 

don't like it that I said that, but I mean, 
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that's the truth.

You know, you can make the argument

that a lot of these logistics patrols that are 

led by female company commanders and female 

sergeants are as vulnerable as anybody else out 

there, since they've spent probably more time on 

the road as anybody else, which puts them at risk 

to IEDs.

So I mean, I think the 

counterinsurgency fight, the asymmetric nature of 

this warfare that we are involved with now -- we

have to relook at that and see what it means.

In terms of the Army and Marine Corps, 

actually, policies -- The one thing I've 

struggled with is nobody is showing any policies 

yet.  It's all interpretation.  And so we are not 

finished with this one yet, you know.

So everybody quotes everything, but I 

haven't seen any policy of anything.  It's 

everybody's interpretation of the policy, which 

is the way it always is.  But the bottom line is, 
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LT. GENERAL ODIERNO:  A couple of 

things.  One is that I think most people 

underestimate how much our battalion, brigade, 

division and even Corps commanders over time have 

been able to adjust, change, adapt to change, be 

flexible, be adaptable in what we are doing.

I think people don't understand the 

complexities that are on this battlefield and how 

they have been deal with.  People try to make it 

too simple, and it's not, and I think it is 

unfortunate that sometimes people make it seem 

that way.

These battalion and brigade commanders 

conduct the most sophisticated operations that I 

have ever seen.  One minute you are conducting 

lethal combat operations.  The next minute you 

are conducting non-lethal engagement operations, 

and it could happen within the same hour.  That 

is hard.  That is very hard.

You have several different enemies you 

have to deal with.  You have to deal with al 
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